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Followup on a few things from last time…



Galactic / stellar distances are often measured in: 
  ly: 1 light year = c * 365 * 24 * 60 * 60 
  pc: 1 parsec = 3.26 ly

Typical distance between stars: 5 ly
Typical galaxy diameter: ~100,000 ly
Typical # of stars in galaxy: N ~1011

How big is the galaxy?

Nearly all the stars you see at 
night are within the yellow 
circle - within a couple 102 ly



Orbital time around the galaxy

Typical distance between stars: 5 ly
Typical galaxy diameter: ~100,000 ly
Typical # of stars in galaxy: N ~1011

Nearly all the stars you see at 
night are within the yellow 
circle - within a couple 102 ly



Expansion of the Universe
The Universe has been expanding at the speed of light for the 
past billion years.

But it is the space between galaxies that is expanding. The big 
bang is not causing any individual parts of the 
universe to expand:

• The solar system 

• The Sun, Jupiter, etc.

• Orbit of an electron

• Individual galaxies

• A potato, a vada pav, etc.

Except for some rare exceptions (e.g., small perturbations to 
Mercury’s orbit, solar radiation pressure), the mechanics of the 
solar system are entirely consistent with classical Newtonian 
physics.



Effect of Relativity in Solar System

vmerc = 50 km/sec. 

(v/c)2 ~ 10-8

This is a tiny correction!

How small are the perturbations to Mercury’s orbit?



Equilibrium Temperature

TE: ‘Effective Temperature’ or ‘Equilibrium Temperature’

Mean surface temperature of a planet at which solar 
flux and thermal emission balance.



Energy Balance: Solid Body

Earth
Albedo a

Incident Solar flux F
Flux reflected:  F a 

Flux absorbed: F (1-a)



Equilibrium Temperature

TE: Surface temperature at which solar flux and 
thermal emission balance.

• Independent of size of planet!



Corrections to Equilibrium Temperature

Many things can make a planet’s surface temperature 
higher or lower than the equilibrium temperature

• Location on the planet (e.g., equator vs. poles)

• Atmosphere / greenhouse effect / local weather

• Fast vs. slow rotator

• Radioactive decay in core (‘radiogenic heating’): 
volcanism, geothermal, etc. 

• Tidal heating

• Gravitational heating from differentiation



Energy Balance: Greenhouse

Earth
Albedo a

Incident Solar flux F Flux reflected:  F a 

Flux absorbed: F (1-a)

Thermal energy is radiated from 
surface, reflected from atmosphere, 
and hits surface again. This is a 
second, additional energy input term!

Greenhouse effect heats planet above TE.
The greenhouse effect only works if the atmosphere is 
transparent to sunlight but opaque to infrared wavelengths.



Energy Balance: Greenhouse

On Earth, greenhouse effect adds ~ 40K to 
Earth’s surface temperature. Amount depends 
on thermal gas opacities and abundances.

If the Earth didn’t have some greenhouse 
effect, we’d all be dead and frozen! We are 
very grateful for it.

With respect to environmental policy, the issue 
is the difference between the Earth’s natural 
greenhouse effect, and the additional human-
caused greenhouse effect.
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Runaway Greenhouse
Runaway Greenhouse Effect:
• Higher T causes more atmosphere.
• More atmosphere means more greenhouse.
• More greenhouse means higher T.
• And over and over…

Venus: Runaway 
greenhouse boiled off 
oceans, causing thicker 
atmo, causing more boiling…



The search for life is largely 
the search for liquid water.



Habitable Zone
Definition: Habitable zone (HZ) is the range of 
orbital radii surrounding a star where liquid water 
can be found on the surface of an orbiting planet.

i.e., where 0 C < TE < 100 C  (i.e., 273K - 373 K).



Goldilocks

Goldilocks was hungry.  She tasted the porridge from the first bowl. 
"This porridge is too hot!" she exclaimed. 

So, she tasted the porridge from the second bowl. 
"This porridge is too cold," she said 

So, she tasted the last bowl of porridge. 
"Ahhh, this porridge is just right," she said happily and she ate it all up.



Habitable Zone
In our solar system the HZ is ~ 0.5 - 1.5 AU.

But you could have a HZ very far from a hot star…

Or very close to a cool star.



Continuously Habitable Zone

Continuously Habitable Zone (CHZ): The region 
around a star at which liquid water is stable, but 
taking into account stellar evolution. 

Stars get hotter over billions of years, so the HZ 
slowly shifts outward



Stellar evolution moves the HZ outward over many Gyr


